Quiz about the project week in
Luckenwalde
1. How many students are approximately learning at
the Friedrich-Gymnasium?
a) 580

b) 1500

c) 960

2. Who is our headmaster?
a) Herr Schiller

b) Herr Kohl c) Herr Salat

3. The names of which two famous Germans can be
seen above the main entrance of our school?

11. Which river runs through Potsdam?
a) Elbe

b) Havel

c) Spree

12. Which little house did you see on your way
through the park of Sanssouci?
a) French Coffeehouse
c) Chinese Teahouse

b) Indian Teahouse

13. What can you see when you walk up the stairs to
the castle of Sanssouci?
a) little apple trees
c) rare old roses

b) grape-vine

a) Goethe and Schiller
b) Kant and Schiller
c) Heine and Kleist

14. Craftsmen of which nationality started to live in a
separate quarter in Potsdam?

4. What is situated directly opposite the city hall?

a) the Dutch b) the Danish c) the Polish

a) the statue of Frederic I
b) the Johannis Church
c) a cinema

15. Which height does the Monument to the Battle of
the Nations in Leipzig have?
a) 85m

5. Which animal is a symbol of Luckenwalde?
a) pelican

b) goat

c) raven

6. Which of the following kinds of sports do not
belong to the favourite ones in Luckenwalde?
a) wrestling

b) football

c) handball

7. At which train station did you arrive in Berlin on
Tuesday?
a) Berlin-Marzahn b) Berlin-Alexanderplatz
c) Berlin-Hauptbahnhof
8. Which animals are on the top of the Brandenburg
Gate?
a) dogs

b) bears

c) horses

9. What is the name of the museum you have visited in
Berlin?
a) Checkpoint Wall b) Museum of the GDR
c) Checkpoint Charlie
10. What is the name of the building you have visited
at the beginning of your Potsdam tour?
a) New Palais
b) New Chambers
c) New Castle

b) 89m

c) 91m

16. The statue of which favourite German composer
can be seen in front of the St. Thomas Church?
a) Wagner

b) Bach

c) Beethoven

17. Which beverage has its own museum in Leipzig?
a) coffee

b) milk

c) tea

18. The work of which famous German writer is
connected to the restaurant called
“Auerbachskeller”?
a) Schiller

b) Heine

c) Goethe

19. How do you ask in German if somebody feels
good?
a) Wo wohnst du?
c) Wie geht es dir?

b) Wie groß bist du?

20. How do you say that you would like to have
something to drink?
a) Ich habe Durst.
habe Heimweh.

b) Ich habe Hunger. c) Ich

